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QUESTION 1

A client has a requirement to integrate BI Reports from BI Dashboard with WebCenter Portal. However, 

when a user clicks the BI server connection in the Portal\\'s Resource Catalog, he or she is unable to see 

any reports from BI Publisher. But when a user clicks the BI server connection in the WC, he or she is 

unable to see any reports from BI Publisher. 

What is the reason for this? 

A. You need to import the BI Publisher connection into WebCenter Portal. 

B. The user does not have permissions to view BI Catalog on BI Publisher. 

C. The user needs to have the permission on the BI Publisher connection in WebCenter Portal. 

D. The user needs to have the permission on BI Task Flows. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the three capabilities provided by the Document Explorer taskflow? 

A. It allows users with the appropriate privileges to create folders in WebCenter Content. 

B. It shows version histories of files. 

C. It allows users to save a filtered view of the folder being viewed. 

D. It allows users to synchronize files to their local file systems. 

E. It allows users to customize which document properties to show in the columns of the view. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

You have to deploy a WSRP producer application for High Availability. Why should you add this setting to 

the weblogic.xml file? /appname REPLICATED_IF_CLUSTERED  

A. to enable support for replicating HTTP session state 

B. to enable ADF Controller to track changes to ADF memory scopes and replicate the page flow scope and view scope
within the server cluster 

C. to enable ADF Business Components failover 
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D. to enable ADF object replication 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

As the moderator of a portal, you want to delegate all management to another user except the ability to 

manage membership. 

How do you accomplish this? 

A. Grant the user the "Manage All" permission on the portal. 

B. Grant the user the "Manage Configuration" permission on the portal. 

C. There can be only one moderator of a portal. 

D. This is not a supported feature in WebCenter Portal. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer requires that a particular user, Scott.Tiger, be a member of every portal created in 

WebCenter Portal. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Plug in additional code to add the user during portal creation. 

B. You should not do this. This is a security breach and only moderators should add members. 

C. Uses WebCenter Portal REST or Web Services to achieve this. 

D. Use a portal template that contains the user as the member. 

Correct Answer: C 
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